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This paper addresses the scientific and technological challenges related to the

development of wireless radio frequency (RF) coils for magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) based on published literature together with the authors’ interpretation and further

considerations. Key requirements and possible strategies for the wireless implementation

of three important subsystems, namely theMR receive signal chain, control signaling, and

on-coil power supply, are presented and discussed. For RF signals of modernMRI setups

(e.g., 3 T, 64 RF receive channels), with on-coil digitization and advanced methods for

dynamic range (DR ≥ 16-bit) and data rate compression, still data rates > 500 Mbps will

be required. For wireless high-speed MR data transmission, 60 GHz WiGig and optical

wireless communication appear to be suitable strategies; however, on-coil functionality

during MRI scans remains to be verified. Besides RF signals, control signals for on-coil

components, e.g., active detuning, synchronization to the MR system, and B0 shimming,

have to be managed. Wireless power supply becomes an important issue, especially

with a large amount of additional on-coil components. Wireless power transfer systems

(>10W) seem to be an attractive solution compared to bulky MR-compatible batteries

and energy harvesting with low power output. In our opinion, completely wireless RF coils

will ultimately become feasible in the future by combining efficient available strategies

from recent scientific advances and novel research. Besides ongoing improvement of all

three subsystems, innovations are specifically required regarding wireless technologies,

MR compatibility, and wireless power supply.

Keywords: magnetic resonance imaging, radio frequency coil, signal transmission, wireless technologies, wireless

power

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become one of the major tools in non-invasive medical
diagnostics, providing a multitude of quantitative and functional information with ever-increasing
performance. The constant search for improved sensitivity and specificity in MR examinations has
coined the trend toward MR scanners with higher static magnetic field strength (B0) [1, 2] and
radio frequency (RF) coil arrays with larger numbers of individual receive elements [3]. Today’s
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high-end clinical MR scanners have a static magnetic field
strength of 3 T (together with first clinical 7 T systems being
installed currently) and feature up to 64 receive channels (128 or
more in some research units), allowing for shorter examination
times using parallel imaging [4, 5]. Typically, the excitation of
the nuclear spins is done with a large high-power RF transmit
coil—the system body coil—included in the scanner bore, while
signal detection is performed with a local receive-only coil array,
followed by on-coil preamplification and digitization in either
the MR room or the technical cabinet, or rarely, on-coil. Coaxial
cables are commonly used to transfer the received RF signal
to the image reconstruction unit outside the MR scanner room
and to power active electronic devices, such as preamplifiers,
typically using DC current running on the coaxial cable’s shield,
which requires a bias-tee arrangement usually already integrated
in commercial scanner hardware and thus avoids supplementary
power cables. In addition, single wires carrying DC control
signals are routed together with the coaxial cables, e.g., to bias
PIN diodes as part of an on-coil switching circuitry. With
increasing cabling complexity of modern high field scanners
equipped with high-density and/or mechanically flexible receive
arrays, the use of a large number of coaxial and wire cables gives
rise to several challenges.

One main concern with cabling is the increased patient
risk due to local heating phenomena associated to currents
induced on the cable shields during RF transmission and
fast switching of magnetic field gradients [6–8]. Secondly, as
each receive element requires its own set of coaxial cable and
wires, adjacent routing of cables may lead to cross talk and
increase coupling between receive elements, causing a significant
reduction of RF detection sensitivity. Since the coaxial cables are
routed within the system body coil, a partial loss of transmit
power may also occur, as some of the RF power is dissipated
in the coil’s cabling rather than in the target patient tissue.
Baluns and RF traps [9, 10], conventionally used to reduce
the abovementioned electromagnetic issues, make the receive
coil heavy, bulky, and potentially intimidating and ill-fitting for
patients. Moreover, handling of the coil becomes cumbersome
and delicate in a way that the coil installation can occupy a
significant fraction of the total exam time. This is of particular
concern for applications requiring very long coaxial cables, such
as abdominal MRI.

Consequently, the use of coaxial cables is one of the
bottlenecks that have to be overcome to develop the next
generation of coil arrays with improved sensitivity and less
patient risk in high field MRI. Several approaches were proposed
for the replacement of coaxial receive cables in MR experiments
by optical fibers for analog [11–17] or digital [18–24] MR signal
transmission. While the use of optical fibers avoids safety issues
and reduces signal interferences, the positioning and handling of
the receive coils are still limited by the length, placement, and
maximum curvature of the optical fibers.

Fully wireless RF coils could lead to a safer, more cost-
and time-efficient receive system for MRI and ultimately enable
lightweight, flexible, or even “wearable” coil arrays (e.g., [23–
26]), improving patient comfort and supporting the evolution of
on-coil sensor integration.

Challenges in the development of wireless RF coils can
especially be related to the harsh MR environment as all
envisioned devices must be designed to be MR compatible,
i.e., not ferro- or strongly para-magnetic. Additionally, all parts
must function robustly in the strong static B0 field and handle
coil vibrations, patient movement, bore reflections, and most
importantly, gradient and RF fields present during MRI. To
this end, some sensitive parts can be covered by Faraday
cages. Possible current induction on the devices should be
avoided with regard to patient safety, and added on-coil devices,
e.g., digitization units or wireless transceivers, must appear
transparent during imaging. Also, it is desirable to preserve high
linearity and a low system noise figure (<1 dB [27]) even with the
inclusion of wireless technologies. Especially for flexible arrays,
a reduction of the total amount, size, and weight of on-coil
components is crucial.

In this work, we focus on the realizability of completely
wireless MR receive arrays by addressing and interrelating
different aspects of the MR receive system. The aim is to outline
feasible and efficient approaches toward wireless communication
in MRI and prospect digital wireless RF devices, highlighting
the most promising strategies as well as associated benefits
and challenges.

WIRELESS APPROACHES FOR
DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE MR RECEIVE
SYSTEM

Three subsystems that have to undergo significant changes for
wirelessMRI were identified: theMR receive signal chain, control
signaling, and on-coil power supply. Their functional blocks and
respective possible physical location are depicted in Figure 1A.
Different wireless transceiver positioning variants, estimated
transmission distances, and angles are sketched in Figure 1B.

In Figure 2, the state of the art in wireless RF coil
development, listing existing technologies or strategies for each
respective subsystem, corresponding to sections “MR Receive
Signal Chain”, “Control Signaling”, and “On-Coil Power Supply”
in the manuscript, is summarized. Specific requirements that
need to be met for each of the functional blocks are included,
and benefits of current technology as well as current limitations
or challenges encountered in their development are listed. The
following general requirements apply to all of the mentioned
subsystems and corresponding components: MR compatibility
(no impact on MRI or component functioning), patient safety
(no heating), linearity, low noise figure, low power consumption,
low number of additional components, miniature component
size, and minimum weight. For all wireless paths, a reliable,
ideally lossless, spatial data transmission (≈10–100 cm, see
Figure 1B) is required.

MR Receive Signal Chain
The features of theMR signal directly impact signal conditioning,
which comprises (pre)amplification, digitization, analog and/or
digital data compression, and filtering. The MR signal is
characterized by high signal frequency (the Larmor frequency),
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Functional block diagram of a wireless MR receive chain consisting of three main subsystems: wireless MR signals (blue), control signals (green), and

power supply (orange). (B) Side view of wireless transceiver positioning variants including transmission distance and angle estimations.

depending on the investigated nucleus and B0 field strength,
typically in the order of 50–300 MHz. Further, the DR easily
reaches ∼90 dB [28]. In extreme cases, especially for high-
resolution 3D acquisitions at high B0 fields, the DR can attain
up to∼120 dB [29, 30]. To enable proper signal conditioning for
various imaging scenarios (frequency, DR, number of receive coil
elements, etc.), necessary adaptations for a wireless receive chain
imply the relocation of many components inside the MR bore or
directly on-coil, e.g., adjustable gain amplifiers, analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs), or mixers.

Signal Digitization
The choice of suitable digitization components is a critical task,
as there is always a trade-off between achievable conversion rates,
bit resolution, power dissipation, cost, and scalability to multi-
channel systems. In general, on-coil digitization is advantageous,
as it improves signal and phase stability, yielding better image
quality, and offers easier scalability to multi-channel systems
[18, 19, 31]. For component selection, the main challenges are
related to the MR signal properties. Concerning the DR, ADCs
should provide high bit resolutions (≥DR in decibels divided by
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FIGURE 2 | Summary of the state of the art in wireless radio frequency (RF) coil development. Existing technologies/strategies for each subsystem (i.e., MR receive

signal chain, control signaling, and on-coil power supply) are analyzed listing specific requirements, benefits, as well as limitations or challenges encountered in their

current development.
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6.02 [28]) to correctly quantize analog MR signal amplitudes.
To date, commercially available high-speed ADCs dedicated
to MRI are limited to 16-bit [32, 33], insufficient for some
imaging scenarios with very high DR. Concerning the sampling
rate, one possibility is direct sampling at the Nyquist rate,
employing ADCs capable of sampling at high rates greater than
twice the Larmor frequency [34]. However, the essential imaging
information of the MR signal lies only within a small signal
bandwidth (maximum 1–2 MHz), determined by the maximum
gradient strength and the field of view (FOV), modulated
onto the carrier wave at the Larmor frequency. Therefore,
demodulation of the amplified analog RF signal to baseband
(around zero frequency) or to an intermediate frequency (IF)
by mixing with a local oscillator (LO) signal on-coil before
conversion to digital data is possible. This significantly lowers
the ADC sampling rate requirement. Analog down-conversion
is often used in traditional systems [31, 35] but can also be
advantageous for easier system reconfiguration to other B0 fields
and higher power efficiency (<240 mW/channel [21]). This
was shown with broadband on-coil receivers for optical fiber
transmission of digital signals from two [21] or four [24] wrist
coil channels at 1.5–10.5 T. Direct undersampling corresponds to
sampling at lower than twice the maximum frequency and digital
demodulation at the same time. This technique was applied
for single receive elements at 0.18 and 4.7 T [36, 37]. Multi-
channel scalable solutions in combination with optical fibers were
proposed for in-field receivers with one ADC per coil element
at 1.5 and 3 T [18, 19], and four-channel ADCs for MRI up to
2.4 T with an eight-channel coil [38, 39]. Recent research also
demonstrated a digital RF front end adaptable for 16 channels
and useable from 1.5 to 11.7 T [20, 22]. Direct (under)sampling
approaches are useful, as no analog conversion step is needed
prior to digitization, and the amount of on-coil components
is usually low. However, this technique can be demanding in
terms of power consumption (>1 W/channel [20, 22]). Care has
to be taken to remove signal ambiguities, e.g., by quadrature
(I/Q) demodulation and digitization method-dependent signal
filtering. Using I/Q demodulation, the number of components
(e.g., amplifiers, ADCs, filters) after the quadrature mixer will be
doubled, as there are two separate (I/Q) signal paths. Therefore,
especially with discrete components, the form factor and power
consumption of the receiver increase. Nevertheless, it can be
advantageous to use baseband (I/Q) demodulation, e.g., in an
integrated-circuit (IC) design [21, 23], to keep the resulting data
rate at a minimum, which can be lower than with IF conversion
or direct (under)sampling approaches.

Data Rate
Taken together, the required data rate for wireless transmission
depends on the digitization approach and ADC bit resolution for
any MR receive system with a specific B0 field strength, imaging
bandwidth, and number of coil elements. Sequence parameters,
such as the receive duty cycle (the ratio between acquisition and
repetition time), also influence the effective data rate. Estimations
of up to 2.6 Gbps, assuming two coil elements at 1.5 T with direct
sampling (130 Msps, 20-bit, 50% receive duty cycle) or 64 coil
elements at 7 T with baseband sampling of a high bandwidth

signal (2 Msps, 20-bit I/Q, 50% receive duty cycle), reveal that
these high resulting data rates are difficult to handle with current
wireless technologies, as will be detailed in section “Wireless
Transmission Technologies and Protocols”.

An evident remedy against high data rate and storage
requirements is data compression, which can be realized in
the analog domain by means of down-conversion before
digitization as described above and/or in the digital domain,
which requires dedicated signal processing units on-coil (e.g.,
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and digital frequency
synthesizer [40]). Digital strategies for DR compression and coil-
wise demodulation can be combined to efficiently reduce the
data size to one-third of the original amount [41]. Nonetheless,
with digital compression directly after digitization, the number
of components and, therefore, also the power needed on-coil will
increase [22, 42].

To give an estimate for the minimum data rate requirement,
we take a modern clinical MRI setup at 3 T with 64 RF receive
elements as a reference. In this case, a data rate of at least 512
Mbps would be desirable, assuming moderate signal bandwidth
(500 ksps minimum sampling rate), average DR of around 90
dB (covered by 16-bit I/Q ADCs), 50% receive duty cycle, and
baseband demodulation to keep the resulting data rate and
component power consumption low. Our estimation is in line
with other published values [43, 44], only differing in terms of
assumed ADC bit resolution, receive duty cycle, or number of
receive elements.

Wireless Transmission Technologies and Protocols
Wireless transmission setups have been investigated for their
usability in MRI, testing only the wireless link with “synthetic”
MR image data without RF coil or signal conditioning
components. Except early work on analog wireless MR signal
transmission with carriers in the low gigahertz range (<3 GHz
[45–47]), research was mostly oriented toward digital wireless
MR signal transceivers following IEEE Wi-Fi standards. For
digital wireless communication in MRI, apart from achievable
data rate and power consumption, lossless spatial transmission
is an important criterion. First MR data transfer tests based
on the 802.11b [48] or 802.11n [49] standards revealed that
long range (>10m) comes at the cost of low achievable data
rates as well as large and power-consuming antennas. These
approaches are clearly impractical for wireless MRI. More
recent attempts were conducted with higher carriers in the
5 GHz band (802.11ac Wi-Fi protocol), showing reliable in-
bore operation of client and router antennae during an MRI
scan at data rates around 90 Mbps [44]. This Wi-Fi approach
is interesting as small client routers, used in most portable
devices nowadays, are available, providing sufficient spatial range
for MRI. Efficient data throughput could be improved up to
350 Mbps, suitable for low-channel and low-bandwidth MRI.
However, power consumption for only one transmitter antenna
can exceed 1W [50], which can be problematic with limited
wireless on-coil power supply, as explained in section “On-
Coil Power Supply”. Aiming for enhanced data rate capability
and reduced power consumption, subsequent work focused on
even higher carriers−60 GHz “WiGig” links—included in the
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802.11ad Wi-Fi protocol. At 1.5 T, without the presence of RF
pulses or gradients, data rates up to 500 Mbps over 10–65 cm
were achieved using a miniature transceiver that can achieve up
to 2.5 Gbps with only 14 mW DC power per wireless transmitter
[43]. Recently, out-of-bore experiments with shielded WiGig
dongles [51] have shown transmission rates of 187–665 Mbps
over 3–5.5m distance. This Wi-Fi standard meets our estimated
minimum data rate requirement for a modern clinical MRI
setup and is therefore viable for wireless coil arrays. Also, the
shorter spatial transmission range of one of the presented 60 GHz
links [43] is sufficient for some transceiver positioning variants
(see Figure 1B).

Optical wireless communication (OWC) [52, 53] with visible,
infrared, or ultraviolet light carriers (i.e., several 100 THz) could
be an attractive alternative to Wi-Fi with distinct benefits [54]:
large license-free bandwidth, small and low-power components,
immunity to electromagnetic interference, and the possibility for
integration into available illumination infrastructure; moreover,
OWC can operate well below light intensities considered
dangerous for the human eye. Data rates over 3 Gb/s in
visible light communication have been shown using a single
LED [55]. An MR-compatible OWC front end has been tested
for 2m analog positron emission tomography detector signal
transmission [56], but the technology has not yet been exploited
for MR signals. Unlike Wi-Fi, high-speed OWC mostly requires
a direct line of sight between transceivers, although some systems
can even communicate via diffuse light reflections [57]. Suitable
components for Li-Fi (Light-Fidelity, i.e., high-speed optical
wireless networking [58]) in MRI still remain to be identified and
tested on-coil in future studies.

Authors’ Opinion on a Wireless MR Receive Signal

Chain
Wireless digital MR signal transmission appears feasible with
current Wi-Fi strategies under the condition that appropriate
measures for data rate reduction prior to wireless transmission
are implemented on-coil, e.g., analog baseband demodulation, if
possible even combined with further digital data compression
methods. Wi-Fi protocol-dependent or component-related
drawbacks, e.g., the trade-off between achievable data rate, spatial
transmission range, and required power as well as questionable
full MR compatibility, restrict the usability of today’s Wi-Fi
technologies. WiGig (60 GHz) seems to be a promising strategy
because of high data rate capability, sufficient transmission range,
and low power consumption, although full functioning of WiGig
hardware on-coil during an MR scan and the effect on image
quality still have to be examined. Also, the final interfacing of
the chosen wireless (WiGig) transceiver to a digital RF coil still
has to be demonstrated and can be challenging, as it requires
the smooth interaction of various on-coil components. So far,
Wi-Fi technology benefited from rapid development pushed
by the portable device industry; therefore, we think that the
implementation of future high-performance Wi-Fi transceivers
in RF coils is an aspect to be followed up by the research
community. Alternatively, OWC strategies could be investigated
for wireless MR signal transmission. With OWC, the wireless
transmission of uncompressed, directly digitized MR signals

could be envisioned, which is advantageous with respect to
miniaturized device size and low system complexity but is
questionable concerning a limited on-coil power budget.

Control Signaling
Striving for full removal of coil cabling, a bidirectional wireless
link is indispensable as signals must be sent not only from the
coil to the MR scanner but also from the scanner control unit
to the coil, mainly for triggering, synchronization, and in some
cases, control of B0 shimming.

Active Detuning
Trigger signals need to be distributed to the coil electronics,
e.g., to bias PIN diodes for detuning receive coils during
RF transmission. Wireless detuning triggers transmitted via a
418 MHz antenna during an MRI scan at 1.5 T have been
investigated [59], involving power-efficient replacement of PIN
diodes by field-effect transistors (FETs) [60]. Presumably, these
trigger signals could also be applied to activate power-consuming
components (preamplifiers, ADCs) only during signal reception.

Synchronization
A stable clock, phase-synchronous with the MRI, controlling on-
coil electronics (such as ADC or down-conversion), is critical.
Clock jitter, which decreases the effective number of ADC bits
and creates image artifacts, must be limited. For synchronization
of MR unit and in-bore receivers, one method is to physically
transmit the MRI master clock to the receiver, which has been
demonstrated with 1.6, 2.4, and 3.5 GHz carriers [34, 61].
This requires additional on-coil clocking electronics (e.g., a
phase-locked loop, PLL) and a wireless back channel from the
MR unit to the coil. In contrast, on-coil clock generators can
be used but are particularly impaired by gradient induction;
therefore, free-running oscillator information has to be sent to
the MR system alongside sampled data to detect and correct
for frequency and phase errors as well as time offsets, i.e., to
synchronize the two clocks by software. This often requires
both additional hardware and software in the wireless receive
system [62–65].

On-Coil B0 Shimming
Several MRI applications benefit from localized on-coil
B0 shimming with DC currents on the RF coil elements
compensating for B0 inhomogeneities [66]. High shim currents
themselves cannot be wirelessly transmitted but can be wirelessly
controlled, which has been successfully demonstrated by 2.4
GHz Wi-Fi communication [67], using the RF coil itself as a
wireless transponder.

Authors’ Opinion on Wireless Control Signaling
Overall, less stringent requirements concerning data rate and DR
apply to wireless control signals, but correct timing and reliable,
simultaneous operation to other wireless paths, especially the
MR signal transmission, play a crucial role. Wireless control
of active detuning and on-coil B0 shimming circuits is feasible
with existing technologies and has been implemented during
an MRI scan in combination with a wired or battery power
supply and MR signal transmission via coaxial cables. Solutions
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for the synchronization of LO signals or ADC sampling clocks
to the MR system clock, crucial to avoid image artifacts and
signal degradation, were presented but not demonstrated with a
realistic wireless MR receive chain yet because implementation in
practice seems challenging. Patient movement and coil vibrations
can become an issue for synchronization, but to date, physical
system clock transmission via a wireless back-channel appears
to be a quite robust solution for wireless MRI. The long-term
stability of the external reference clock might be combined with
further clock correction in post-processing. Also, a possibility for
software synchronization with a free-running oscillator might be
included in any case as a fallback strategy if the physical clock
transmission fails.

On-Coil Power Supply
The electric power required on-coil is of major concern
for wireless RF coil development. In wired coils, generally
only components for preamplification and detuning (plus B0
shimming in some applications) have to be supplied with DC
power. In contrast, wireless digital MR signal transmission will
add on-coil power requirements for ADCs, potential down-
conversion, and wireless transceivers. In this case, the power
budget can easily exceed 1–2W per channel, especially with
high-speed ADCs. Power requirements scale with the number
of receive channels and depend on multiplexing strategies,
i.e., if one ADC and/or wireless transceiver is used for one
or multiple coil element(s). For a 64-channel coil and one
direct sampling ADC per channel, the power requirement
could thus exceed 100W, which is not feasible with current
wireless power supply strategies in MRI as detailed below.
Therefore, the first step to implement power supply for
wireless coils is to reduce power consumption. Realizable
low-power solutions for digitization, detuning, and wireless
transceivers have been investigated in studies cited above [21,
43, 60] and could be further improved employing passive
components whenever possible, e.g., passive mixers for down-
conversion. Assuming a low power consumption in the range
of hundreds of milliwatts per receive channel, for arrays up
to 64 channels, this still results in on-coil power requirements
of tens of watts.

Batteries
The use of non-magnetic rechargeable batteries could be
envisioned, although available battery power capacities are
limited, and as a consequence, the need for recharging limits
scan time. Li-ion batteries (e.g., 5,000 mAh, 7.2V [21]) or,
more specifically, Lithium-ion polymer batteries, e.g., used for
motion sensors (250 mAh, 3.7V, 6.5 × 18 × 25 mm3 [68, 69]),
themselves are generally non-magnetic. However, care must be
taken because voltage conversion circuits often include ferrite
core transformers not suitable for use in MRI. Typically, an
increase in power capacity means bigger battery pack size (e.g.,
6,000 mAh, 3.7V, 5.8 × 58 × 138 mm3 [69]), and it is therefore
obvious that with higher channel count, battery power supply
becomes cumbersome and suboptimal for use in-bore or on-coil
with limited space.

Wireless Power Transfer
Optical wireless power transfer (WPT) has been suggested
for recharging medical implants (<10 mW [70]) or portable
devices [71] and could be used in analogy to power-over-
fiber approaches previously employed in MRI [12, 72]. To
satisfy the power budget for an MR receiver array, it is likely
that multiple free-space lasers with high optical powers in
combination with efficient photodetectors would be required,
possibly resulting in solutions that—depending on optical powers
and wavelengths—are not eye-safe [73] and would require
sophisticated alignment mechanisms.

For MRI, WPT in the RF range and energy harvesting
have been investigated as attractive alternatives. The latter
converts energy from electromagnetic fields present during an
MR examination, namely the transmit RF field (tens of kilowatts)
and gradient fields, into DC power, using inductive coupling in
resonant “harvesting” loops [74–77]. Harvesting loops rely on
induction at the Larmor frequency, and thus, to avoid system
interferences, the size and placement of the loops cannot be
chosen freely; further, variations in harvested power depending
on the imaging sequence have to be taken into account, which
limits the achievable power supply (tens of milliwatts). RF WPT
implies the construction of a dedicated system consisting of
primary (e.g., in the patient table) and secondary (close to
the receive coil) loops for the sole purpose of power delivery
by inductive coupling. Byron et al. [78, 79] propose an MR-
compatible WPT system operating at 10 MHz transferring up to
13W over a few centimeters’ distance in a 1.5 T system.

Authors’ Opinion on Wireless On-Coil Power Supply
The analysis of existing approaches for wireless on-coil
power supply leads us to the conclusion that this aspect
is still a bottleneck, currently preventing completely wireless
MRI. Limitations due to available on-coil power reappear in
every subsystem, e.g., concerning the choice of digitization
components, analog/digital compression steps, and wireless
transceivers. To overcome this bottleneck, ideally, solutions
should be found to reduce the total power consumption per
wireless MR channel to around 200 mW, so that a 13W
RF WPT system would be sufficient to supply DC power for
a 64-channel coil array. Further advances in wireless power
development are also desirable to increase available on-coil power
budget and therefore alleviate related restrictions. Batteries are
currently the only solution for a simple implementation of on-
coil power supply, but considering weight, size, and uncertain
MR compatibility in some cases, this approach should not remain
the only accessible strategy in the future. Out of the other
existing strategies, we believe that RF WPT is currently the most
sophisticated and promising wireless power supply solution for
receive arrays including electronics, as it is capable of supplying
a high amount of DC power with negligible impact on MRI
performance. A drawback of RF WPT is that the developed
system is not yet optimized for on-coil (secondary loop) or
in-bore (primary loop) integration. Power transfer distance
should ideally be increased and system size and complexity
reduced to yield an easily reproducible and efficient WPT
solution. Perhaps, another alternative DC power source in MRI
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might be a technology based on the magnetoelectric effect,
using a piezoelectric material between magnetostrictive layers
[80]. However, this technology has not been adapted for MRI
conditions yet and will, as we believe, rather be suitable for power
delivery in the milliwatt range, similar to existing harvesting
techniques, as it is now employed for medical implant charging.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we summarized the status quo of wireless RF coil
development and analyzed existing strategies for the adaptation
of the three subsystems of wireless RF coils: the MR receive signal
chain, control signaling, and on-coil power supply. We reviewed
the benefits of current technology as well as technological
challenges or limitations encountered in their development and
suggest some future directives.

Over the last years, considerable progress has been made
investigating wireless MR and control signal transmission.
Feasible strategies exist for on-coil digitization, wireless in-bore
signal transmission, cordless active detuning, synchronization to
the MR system, and B0 shim control. However, regarding the
numerous requirements for a complete removal of coil cabling
in high-density coil arrays, there is still a need for improvement.
Solutions described in this work have limitations concerning
data rate capabilities and spatial transmission distance as well
as power consumption and device size. In addition, full MR
compatibility is often questionable. Despite required innovations,
we think that future work should focus on the first demonstration
of a complete bidirectional wireless MR and control signal
chain. This implies the connection of an RF coil with on-coil
digitization to a suitable wireless transceiver and the inclusion
of wireless active detuning and synchronization circuitry on-
coil (leaving out B0 shimming in a first step, reserved for some
specific applications). An important aspect is to thoroughly test
this assembly under realistic MRI scan conditions, i.e., with B0,
RF, and gradient fields present and patient movement or coil
vibrations possibly impairing component functioning, especially
wireless links, and MRI performance. For a proof of concept,
only a low number of RF receive elements could be targeted to

circumvent high system complexity and high demands in terms
of system miniaturization, required data rate, and on-coil power.

Already with low channel counts, wireless on-coil power
supply seems to be the main bottleneck, currently preventing
fully wireless MRI. Other than bulky rechargeable batteries,
no easily accessible WPT technology exists. We believe that
reduction of on-coil component power consumption will be
achieved and more efficient technologies for WPT will be
developed that can be more easily integrated in existing
MR systems.

In conclusion, based on our investigations of the state of
the art, we predict that completely wireless RF coils will be
feasible in the future. Their final implementation will require
the combination of already-available technologies and the
investigation of alternative promising strategies. Ultimately, with
innovations especially required for wireless technologies (e.g.,
OWC for MRI), MR-compatible components, as well as wireless

power supply, efficient solutions for each of the subsystems could
be assembled. The realization of wireless RF coils would lead to
a significant improvement in coil usability, image quality, patient
safety, and comfort.

In the future, wireless RF coils could also follow the trend
of additional sensor integration, providing a multitude of
complementary information during MRI, e.g., patient motion
[81, 82], to further improve image quality and physiological
monitoring. While wireless sensor data transmission often
relaxes data rate constraints, efficient power supply and reliable
data transmission still have to be ensured.
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